Transforming
Renewable Energy
Demands into
Accessible Solutions

Whether you’re an industrial, commercial or
smaller business, we can help you meet your
sustainability targets with flexible options.
RPD Energy facilitates the sourcing, contracting and
delivery of renewable energy for U.S. companies.
We source energy directly from local wind, solar, and
hydro assets, customizing contract volume and length
to meet your needs.
Choose a trusted partner in the energy value chain
that will create a customized solution to meet your
sustainability goals.

Award-winning innovation in
renewable energy solutions
Meet Your Energy Sustainability Goals with RPD Energy
•

We source renewable energy and concurrent RECs from a local
generator to deliver sustainability benefits using a standard retail
energy contract

•

Our comprehensive and flexible solutions meet all environmental
reporting agency protocols

Maximize your Energy Budget with Cost-Effective
Renewable Power
•
•

With RPD’s solutions, you can buy local, physical renewable energy
without having to sign up for an entire wind or solar farm
Shorter, streamlined contracts with more flexibility and less risk than
traditional long-term PPAs

Decrease your Footprint with 24/7 CFE
(Carbon-Free Electricity)
•

To maximize your sustainability impact, we can also match your
hourly energy demand with renewable generation. We use cutting
edge forecasting and analytics – and strong supply relationships to
construct an optimized generation profile from multiple renewable
energy sources that will track your forecasted load.

Achieve your Energy Sustainability Goals on Budget
•

From simple physical renewable power to complex hourly load
matching, our extensive knowledge of the renewable energy value
chain delivers your solution cost-effectively to meet your energy
sustainability goals

Start your Sustainability Journey Today by Contacting
the Experts at RPD Energy
E-mail us at info@rpdenergy.com or find us online at
www.rpdenergy.com
Our multiple generation sources
include hydro, wind and solar
power from across the country.
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